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The big day!



**Past exam details on the VCAA website vcaa.vic.edu.au



**Section 1-Listening and responding
20 out of 75 marks=27%



Section 1

Sections 1 and 2



**Part Α=Answer in English
**Part Β=Answer in Greek



**The more marks are given, the longer your answer should be



Marks for 
comprehension

Marks for comprehension 
AND how well I express 
myself in Greek



What?

Ηow?

Which?

Why?

Explain

Identify
Compare
Describe 

Key words in the question



Εξήγησε σε προτάσεις.../Explain in sentences

Σημεία (dot points)-they will be set up for you; don’t create your own 
dot points

Γράψε μία παράγραφο.../Write a paragraph

**Only use evidence from the texts, not your own general knowledge

**Don’t repeat the whole question-uses up limited time and space

**Check the question, 
which gives you tips 
on how to respond

**When the response is required in English, 
the question will be phrased in English

**When the response is required in Greek, 
the question will be phrased in English and 
Greek.



Punctuation

Capital letters when needed

Don’t forget the accent mark☺

Use adverbs- π.χ. αρχικά, τελικά

Use conjunctions- π.χ. όμως, ωστόσο, επειδή

**Use correct punctuation, expression, grammar



LET’S HAVE A GO



2018

** Read the questions prior to the start of the audio
**Apart from Reading Time, you can underline and circle key words 

You will 
hear each 
text twice



οικονομικά
.

Have you got the correct number of 
points?



Feedback from the examiners in the Examiners’ Report-
available on the VCAA website



True or False?



1.  Correct answers in the 
incorrect language will 

receive marks.

True or False?



Correct answers in the 
incorrect language will 

receive marks.

False



2.  Answers in the notes 
section will be taken into 

consideration.

True or False?



Answers in the notes 
section will be taken into 

consideration.

FALSE



3.  It doesn’t matter if my 
spelling isn’t great.

True or False?



It doesn’t matter if my 
spelling isn’t great.

False



4. I can use my dictionary. 

True or False?



I can use my dictionary.

True



5. I can include my prior 
knowledge. 

True or False?



I can include my prior 
knowledge. 

False



6.  Some questions require 
inference. 

True or False?



Some questions require 
inference. 

True



7. I should listen to Greek podcasts, 
radio and past exam texts and practise 
summarising. 

True or False?



I should listen to Greek podcasts, radio 
and past exam texts and practise 
summarising. 

True



You’ve got this!

Good luck!


